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Preface
  Risk is，present in all human activity． ln accordance with draft－international
standards of ISO 12100 and IEC 61508， the objective of risk management is to
control， prevent and reduce loss ．of life， illness， andlor injury； damage to property
and consequential loss； and environmental impact． Probabilistic risk assessment
has been a major topic of interest in light of，hazards imposed by many
engineering designs and processes． lnterest on risk analysis has increased due to
accidents that have recently resulted in significant public attention， such as the
nuclear accident at Tohkai Mura； and the failure of Satellite launch rocket H一 ll ．
  Fault tree analysis is a tool frequently applied for risk analysis． Time－
sequential failure logic， which can be expressed using a priority－AND gate， is
encountered in fault tree analysis． ln this dissertation， both qualitative and
quantitative analyses of the time－sequential failure logic are studied． The topics
discussed here are classified into the following three categories：
1） qualitative analysis of the time－sequential failure logic，
2） quantitative estimation of the time－sequential failure logic，
3） application of the time－sequential failure logic to fault tree analysis．
  First， in order to describe the time－sequential failure logic， three concrete
exa’高垂撃?刀C i．e．， the non－repairable electric supply system with main and standby
power units and switch controls， a human－robot system with the top event of
“human is struck by robot arm” and an automobile collision caused by
unnecessary swelling of an air bag， are introduced． Secondly， three probabilistic
approaches of Kinetic ’llree Theory （KITT）， Markov model， the multiple
integration method are discussed for the quantitative analysis of the time－
sequential failure logic． Moreover， Monte Carlo simulation is applied to ．quantify
the time－sequential failure logic． Lastly， the analyses of fault tree involving the
time－sequential failure logic are demonstrated by the examples with five inputs．
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  With the development of worldwide economics and technology， as seen in
the quality management standard of ISO9000 series ［1］， the international
standardization toward the treatment of complete ｝ife cycle of a product，
process or service including both the intended use and reasonably
foreseeable misuse， is rapidly proceeded， especially in the field of safety．
Safety is one of the main issues for standardization in both the traditional
areas such as products， and newer areas such as processes and services． ln
order to give advanced consistency among the different standards， ISOffEC
guide 51 ”Safety aspects 一 Guidelines for their inclusion in standards” ［2］ has’
been developed， which presents the common fundamental concepts about
safety． On the basis of these guidelines， draft ISO 12100 “Safety of
machinery 一 Basic concepts， general principles for design” ［3］ and IEC 61508
“Functional safety of electricaYelectronic／programmable electronic （E／EIPE）
safety－related systems （SRSs）， Part 1 一 General requirements” ［4］ have been
published．
  As a part of the international consistence policy， JIS standards have been
restructured as to conform with international standards of ISO／IEC rapidly
in recent years． Last year， JIS Z8115 “Dependability and quality of service：
Part 1 Dependability 一 common terms” ［5］ which has close relation to safety
was revised based on IEC 50 （191） 一 lnternational Electrotechnical
Vocabu｝ary Chapter 191 ［6］． Moreover， IEC 61508 一 Functional safety of
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E／EIPE SRSs was translated into Japanese， and JIS CO508 series ［7］ are to
be issued． Those standards will give strong impact on the industrial world．
  New international safety standards， draft－ISO 12100 and IEC 61508， are
based on the concept of risk reduction to acceptable level． The standards
require increasing our capacities for risk management． Risk analysis is a
part of the risk assessment and management process as illustrated in Figure
1．1．・ Here， risk is the combination of the probability of occurrence of harm
and the severity of that harm． Therefore， the precedures of a safety plan
from the viewpoint of the prevention of accidents are as follows：
1） estimate the risks of systems or items at the stages of design and use；
2） judge if the risks are tolerable；
3） implement the risk ’reduction if the risks are not tolerab｝e；
4） judge if the residual risks are tolerable； and
5） if the residual risk are not tolerable， reduce the risks so that they be
  tolerable． ． ・
  There can be no absolute safety． ln other words， no system can be 1000／o
safety or error－free ［8］． With the increasing complexity of products， processes
or services entering the market， it is obvious that risk analysis has gained
considerable importance in our contemporary world．
  Fault tree analysis （FTA） is one of the methods most frequently applied to
risk analysis ［9－18］． FTA is a qualitative or quantitative techni’que， by which
conditions and factors that lead to a specified undesired event （called the top
event） are deductively identified， organized in a ｝ogical manner and
represented pictorially． Starting with the top event， the possible causes or
fault modes of the next lower functional system level are identified． The
causation of a system failure can be reasoned by developing a fault tree （FT）．
2
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Figure 1．1 A simplified relationship between risk analysis
        and other risk management activities
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  An FT is equivalently expressed as an OR conjunction of the top event and
all minimal cut－AND structures ｛11］． Minimal cut sets taken from the FT
play important roles for FTA． A minimal cut－AND structure is an AND
combination of an output and all inputs that compose a minimal cut set．
  The following procedures are usually cooperated with FTA for risk
analysis：
1） understand the system；
2） identify hazards， i．e．， top events of FT；
3） develop an FT focused attention on those effects of failure which are
  directly related to hazardous event （i．e．， the top event）；
4） extract minimal cut structures from the FT concerned；
5） quantify the minimum cut AND structure；
6） estimate the top event； and
7） implement sensitive analyses， etc．
  For the minimal cut－AND structure， the failed state of the output becomes
true when all failed states of inputs exist simultaneously． ln practice， there
are cases where the output of the minimal cut－AND structure sometimes
depends not only on all failed states of inputs but also on the sequences of
occurrences of those failures．
The non－repairable electric supply system with main and standby power
units and switch controls would be the first case in the discussion of the
time－sequential failure logic f19］． For systems with repairable inputs， the
time－sequentia｝ failure logic was applied to risk analysis of human－robot
system ［20］． Recently， a qualitative FTA with the time－sequential failure
logic was also demonstrated in the field of product liability prevention ［21］．
Furthermore， the generic algorithm for the estimation of average hazardous
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event frequency on new safe－integrity level’s models for IEC 61508
functional safety was developed by Kato， Sato and Horigome based on the
time－sequential failure logic ［22］． The applications of the time－sequential
failure logic to F’IIA have been demonstrated in other literatures ［23－29］．
  且owever， among analytical studies on the time－sequential failure logic，
Sato， lnoue ＆ Kumamoto introduced a probabilistic model for the
quaptitative analysis of the time－sequential failure logic and gave the
solution with equations including the multiple inte gration， which is derived
from the model for arbitrary number of inputs ［23］． Ngom， Cabarbaye ＆
Barpm pointed out the necessity of the time－sequential failure logic for the
quantitative analysis of dynamic systems like space satellites using the
numerical approach but did not tell any detail ［24］．
  This dissertation deals with the studies on qualitative and quantitative
ana｝yses of the time－sequential failure logic． First of all， the time－sequential
failure logic is described by illustrating some practical examples with
particular system hazards and appropriate top events and their’
corresponding FTs． Next， the proprieties of three probabilistic approaches of
Kinetic ’］］ree Theory （KITT）， Markov model， the multiple integration method
are discussed in respect to the time－sequential failure logic． The main issues
are addressed to the estimation of the probability that the output is in a
failed state at time t and of the statistically expected number of failures of
the output per unit time at time t for the special case where inputs are
characterized by common failure and repair rates． Then， Monte Carlo
simulation is applied to analyze the time－sequential failure logic
encountered in FTA． This technique is usefu1 in studying the cases where
inputs are modeled on rather statistic distributions than exponential
distributions． ln order to make the validity of the technique clear， the studies
for two types of systems are carried out using the multiple integration
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method as well as the Monte Carlo simulation． Moreover， the statistically
expected numbers of failures of both repairable and non－repairable systems
during ［O， t） are compared using the Markov model for the validation of
systems modeling． Lastly， analyses of the FT involving the time－sequential
failure logic are ’demonstrated by means of Mathematica．
  This dissertation is organized as follows：
  In Chapter 2， three practical examp｝es， i．e．， the non－repairable electric
supply system with main and standby power units and switch controls， a
human－robot system with the top event of “human is struck by robot arm”
and an automobile collision caused by unnecessary swelling of an air bag， are
illustrated in the form of FTs． Then， this chapter examines the
characteristics of inputs and the outputs of these examples． lt is found that
the output of the minimal cut－AND structure sometimes depends on not only
all the failed states of inputs but also the sequences of occurrences of those
failures． The relationships between the inputs and the output of the failure
logic are described． Moreover， some definitions and assumptions are given in
order to analyze the time－sequential failure logic．
． Chapter 3 introduces the proprieties of three probabilistic approaches，
Kinetic Tree Theory （KITT）， Markov mode｝ and the multiple integration
method， for the analysis of the sequential failure logic． Then， this chapter
aims to quantify the minimal cut Priority－AND structure using these three
approaches． Analytical solutions to estimate the probability that the output
is in a failed state at time t and the statistically expected number of failures
of the output per unit time at time t are derived for the special case where
inputs are characterized by common failure and repair rates． The solutions
obtained through the different approaches become identical for the special
case mentioned above． This confirms the validity of the multiple integration
method． ln addition， the feasibility of three approaches to be used for the
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general cases where inputs have constant failure and repair rates is
discussed．
  In Chapter 4， Monte Carlo simulation is applied to the quantification of
FTA with the time－sequential failure logic． How to simulate the behavior of
inputs and how ’to evaluate the relationships between inputs and the output
are described． A flow chart for comput’er simulation is introduced． Moreover，
in this chapter， two different types of systems are analyzed using the Monte
Car｝o simulation as well as the multiple integration method． Here， one is
that where inputs are modeled on exponential distributions with constant
failure and repair rates， the other is that where inputs are modeled on
exponential distributions with constant failure rates and constant times to
repair． The results obtained with respectively small deviation rates for those
cases examined show that the Monte Carlo simulation is very effective in
analyzing the time－sequential failure logic．
  Chapter 5 discusses repairable and non－repairable systems of both three
and four inputs using the Markov model． The statistically expected numbers．
of failures of the output for the repairable systems during ［O，t） is compared
with the unreliability of the non－repairable system． lt is suggested that the
multiple integration method can be applied to non－repairable systems for the
estimation of the statistically expected number of failures of the output
during ［O， t） with some restrictions．
  Chapter 6 deals with an FT with five basic events， which are characterized
by the constant failure and repair rates． This chapter demonstrates how to
estimate the statistically expected number of occurrences of the top event per
unit time at time t using the multiple integration method by means of
Mathematica for numerical integration． The analytical solutions for the
special case and numerical solutions for the general cases are obtained． This
makes the multiple integration method feasible in FTA for practica1
7
problems．



















Description of Time－Sequential Failure Logic
2．1 Intreduction
With the rapid advances of economy and technology in the world， JIS CO508，
Functional Safety of E／E／PE SRSs， is to be enforced ［7］． Risk analysis is becoming
more and more important in our contemporary world．
  Since Fussell， Aber and Rah｝ firstly proposed a rnethod for calculating the
probability of occurrence of output event from priority－AND sequential failure
logic in 1976 ［19］， a number of literatures put stresses on the increasing necessity
of quantification of the time－sequential failure logic for FTA past two decades ［20－
29］． Recently， Ngom， Cabarbaye and Barpm pointed out the necessity of the time－
sequential failure logic for quantitative analysis of dynamic system like space
satellites ［24］．
  In this chapter， in order to illustrate the time－sequential failure logic， three
exarnples are given in detail． Those examples show that there are cases where the
output of the minimal cut－AND structure sometimes depends not only on all the
failed states of inputs but also on the sequence of occurrences of those failures．
The relationship between inputs and the output of the time－sequential failure
logie is described in Figure 2．5． Then， the definitions of the time－sequential failure
logic and some assumptions are given iR order to quantify and analyze this kind of
failure logic．
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2．2 Fault ’1｝ree and lts Minimal Cut Representation
 As a tool for analyses of system safety and reliability of complex systems， FTA is
widely accepted ［9－19］． The causal relations can be developed using an FT， which
’are then analyzed both qualitatively and quantitatively． The hazard itself is put
as the top event of the F’1）． The causes that the analysis finally reached are called
                                                               7basic events．











  It is well known that an FT is an equivalent expression of an OR conjunction of
a top event and all minimal cut－AND structures as shown in Figure 2．1 ［9］． The
top event occurs if and only if all basic events in a minimal cut set are in their
failed states simultaneously． The minimal cut－AND structure is an AND
conjunction of an output and all inputs that compose a minimal cut set．
Expressions like “input i fails” or “input i i’s in a failed state” are frequently used．
For the structure， the failed state of the output becomes true when all failed
states of inputs are found simultaneously． lt is essential to estimate the output of
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  Figure 2．1 Minimal cut representation of a fault tree
2．3 Qualitative Analysis of ’111me－Sequential Failure Lo gic
2．3．1 Non－Repairable Electric Supply System
 Consider a system that has a principal power supply and a standby power
supply ［191． The standby power supply is switched into operation by an automatic
                               11
switch when the principal power supply fails． Power is unavailable in the system
if
  1） both principal and standby units are in failed states， or
  2） the switch controller fails first and is in a failed state， then the principal unit
    fails．
  It’is assumed that the failure of the switch controller followed by the failure of
the principal unit does not yield a loss of power if the standby unit is functioning．
The’causal relations in the system are shown in Figure 2．2．
Power is unavailable




















Figure 2．2 An FT of a non－repairable electrical supply system
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2．3．2 Human－Robot System
   In a fault tree for a human－robot system with the top event of“human is struck
by robot arm” shown in Figure 2．3， a minimal cut set e is obtained as ｛29］：
C＝｛E，， E，， E，， E，｝
The・basic events are as follows：
E，： human tries to enter hazardous zone
Eo： command to move robot arm
E3： failure of robot control system
E，： fai｝ure of hazard－control system， i．e．， failure of fault－diagnosis system
  It is reasonable to give the following specifications for the basic events：
1） The human intrudes into the hazardous zone when the robot arm i．s stationary，
  and s tays there only for a short interval．
2） The command to move robot arm appears and disappears according to the
  peripheral systems． When a human exists in the hazardous zone， the robot
  control system in normal condition never issues the signal to move robot arm．
3）As soon as the fau｝t－diagnosis system detects the malfunction of the robot
  control systern， the fault－diagnosis system disconnects the power source in
  order to make the arm unmoved． This interlocking is kept even if the hazard－
  control system falls into malfunctioning afterwards， until the human leaves the
  area and pushes a reset button to start the robot again．
  Here， basic events are regarded as repairable because E，， Eg一， E3 and E4 appear
and disappear repeatedly at random． Now， all the basic events must exist
                                  13
Human struck
by robot arm
Ei： human tries to enter hazardous zone
E2： command to move robot arm
E3： failure of robot control system
E4： failure of hazard－control system
虞
Figure 2．3 An FT of a human－robot system
simultaneously for the generation of the top event． This， however， is a
necessary but not sufficient condition for the top event． Because if E， occurs
after E2 or if E， arises after the occurrence E3， the top event is not generated
although al｝ the basic events exist． The occurrences of Ei prior to E2， and E4
prior to E3 are necessary for the generation of the top event． There are 4！
（＝24） failure sequences for four basic inputs． The top event occurs if inputs
fail in these failure sequences shown in Figure 2．3． i
  Most of the cut sets for mechatronics systems will involve an Ei一 or E，一type
of basic event．
2．3．3 Air Bag System for Motor Vehicle
  One of the hazards caused by the air bag system for motor vehicles is that
the system starts unnecessarily and且urries the driver． This could bring
about a collision． Figure 2．4 illustrates the causation of the collision using a
priority－AND gate． ．  The top event “collision” occurs when three inp ut events “driver seats
Qnese｝f in a car” （E，）， “car begins to run” （E2） and “air bag is unnecessarily
filled out” （E，） exist simultaneously， provided the conditional events “speed，
read conditions． etc．” are all true．
             ’
  Here， if Ei succeeds E2， then the driver hardly seats oneself in the car． Due
to this reason， Ei must proceeds E2 for occurrence of the top event． Similarly，
when the car is standing there will be no collision even though E3 arises．
Therefore， E2 must proceeds E3 for the collision． Thus， in order to generate
the top event （E，．D， three inputs must occur in the sequence ［Ei， E2， E3］．
  It would be difficult to develop an FT for such． accidents as illustrate d
above without the time－sequential failure logic expressed such logic gates as
the priority－AND gates．
15
  From the examples mentioned above， it is shown that the time－sequential
failure logic is encountered during system reliability and safety analysis．
Therefore， it is necessary to analyze qualitatively and quantitatively this




         ，
  Driver seats
    oneself
    m a car
Figure 2．4 An
Car begins
  to run
Air bag is
unnecessarily
  filled out
FT of a collision caused by an air bag system
2．4 Definition of Time－Sequential Failure Logic
  Figure 2．5 describes the relationships between the failures of inputs xi， x2，
’”C x． and the output for the time－sequential failure logic． ln this figure， the
failure of x， occurs at T， and the failed state remains beyond T．， the failure of
x2 arises at T2 and the failed state lasts over T．，”’ and the failure of x． occurs
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at T．． As a result， at T．， all failed states of inputs become true． The failure of
the output is generated， provided that the occurrences of input－failures meet
with the given sequential requirement． The failed state of the output
remains until any of the failed states of the inputs disappears．
INPUTS









一 normal state，failed state
t
Figure 2．5． Relationships between failures of inputs and the output
  The time－sequential failure logic is easily expressed using a priority－AND
gate as shown in Figure 2．6． Here， the priority－AND gate is logically
equivalent to an AND gate， with the additional requirement that the input
events occur in specific order． ’The output event occurs if the input events
occur in the order that they appear from left to right． The occurrence of the




一 一 一 一 一 一
Figure 2．6 Graphieal representation of time－sequential failure logic
  Failures of items occur due to many physical processes or mechanisms．
The curve of instantaneous failure rate is shown as a Bathtub curve． lt is
characterized by a relatively high early failure rate （the burn－in period）
followed by a fairiy constant， prime of life period where failures occur
randomly， and then a final wear out or burn－out phase． When the failure rate
is constant， the probability of failure of the item follows an exponential
distribution．
  In this dissertation， the fol｝owing assumptions are made for failures and
repairs of inputs Xl， X2， ”’， Xn・
a） Failures of inputs are mutually statistically independent．
b） lnput xi has exponential distributions with the failure rate A．， and
  repair rate pt．，，and is not in a failed state at time zero as shown in
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  Figure 2．5．
c） The probability of two or more failures and repairs during the period ［t， t
  ＋ dt） is assumed to be o （dt） for any input．
  The ，assumption of a constant repair rate can be verified by suitable
plotting procedures．
［Note］
 From assumptions a） and c），
Pr｛inputs濯｝and零｝（i≠ノ）fail during［ちt＋dt）｝
    ＝ Pr｛input x， fails during ［t， t＋dt） n input xi fails during ［t， t＋dt）｝
    ＝ Pr｛inp ut x， fails during ［t， bF dt）｝ Pr｛input xf fails during ［t， t＋dt）｝
    ＝｛t…i（りdt・・（dt）｝●｛ω・、（t）dt・・＠）｝
    ＝ o（dt）．
  Therefore， the probability of the failures of two or more inputs during ［t，
t＋ dt） can be neglected． Similarly， the probability of the repairs of two or more
inputs during ［t， t＋dt） can be neglected．
2．5 Conclusions
  The concept of the time－sequential failure logic is introduced and defined，






 A primary purpose of a system hazards study is to identity the causal
relationships between the basic human， hardware， and environmental events，
which result in system failures and to find ways of ameliorating their impact by
system redesign and up grades．
 A first example of the uses of the time－sequential failure logic occurred during
analysis of a non－repairable electric supply system that has a principal power
supply and a standby power supply ［19］． For systems with repairable inputs， the
time－sequential failure logic was applied to risk analysis of human－robot system
［201． Recently， Ngom， Cabarbaye ＆ Barpm pointed out the necessity of the time－
sequential failure logic for quantitative analysis of dynamic systems like sp ace
satellites ［24］． A qualitative FTA with the time－sequential failure logic was also
demonstrated in the field of product liability prevention ［21］． Besides the above
many articles put stresses on the increasing necessity of quantification of the
time－sequential failure logic for FTA ［22－23， 25－29］．
  Probabilistic model for the quantitative analysis of． the time－sequential failure
logic was introduced． Analytical solutions were also proposed with multiple
integration， which were derived from the model for an arbitrary number of
20
repairable inputs， to estimate the probability that the output is in a failed state at
time t and the statistically expected number offailures of the output per unit time
at time t［23］． However， the validity of the probabilistic model alld an e笛cient
method of solving the multiple integration have not been examined yet． Thus， it is
earnestly desiredめoth to verify the probabilistic model comparing with other
models and to provide a simpli丘ed solution of the multiple integration to be used
の                   の                 
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                   e following description．
the number of inputs
input－sequence－vector ［xi ， x2 ， ”’， x” indicating that inputs 1， 2．．．
and n fail in the sequence of xi， x2， ”’， x． （ex． if n＝3 and x＝｛2， 1， 31，
then xi ＝2， x2 ＝1 and x3 ＝3）
the set consisting of all x for a cut set
the subset of X consisting of x which generates the failure of the
output
input－state－vector （y， ， y2 ， ”’， y．） indicating if input i is in a failed
state then y，＝1， if i is normal then y，＝O
the number of input－sequence－vector x E X，
failure rate of input xi ［11hourl
repair rate of input xi ［1／hour］
the probability that input xi is in a failed state at time t， given no
failure at time zero
the statistically expected number of failures of input xi per unit time
at time t， given no failure at time zero ［1／hour］







any x E X，） at time t， given no failure at time zero
the statistically expected number of failures of the output （generated
through any x E X，）per unit time at time t， given no failure at time
zero ［1／hour］
the stati．stically expected number of failures of output （generated
through any x E X，） during ［O， D， given no failure at time zero
the statistically expected number of failures of the output （generated
through a particular input－sequence－vector x EX，） per unit time at
time t， given no failure at time zero ［1／hour］
the statistically expected number of failures of the output （generated
through a particular input－sequence－vector x E X，） during ［O， t），
given no failure at time zero
time and its parameters
3．2 General Cases
  From the assumptions made in chapter 2．4，
minimal cut－AND structure is ［231：
the probability of the output of the
Pr ｛output fails during ［t， t＋ dt）｝＝to（t） dt． （3．1）
  On the other hand，
mutually exclusive，
since the occurrences of input－sequence－vectorsare
Pr ｛outp ut fails during ［t， t＋dt）｝ ＝Pr｛U玖｝
  xEXI
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                              ＝蓋照｝＝計（肱
where
Ei the output fails during ［t， t＋dt） through input－sequence－vector x．
（3．2）
From equations （3．1） and （3．2），
（D（t）＝ 2tox（“）’
     xeXl
（3．3）
According to Notation and equation （3．3），
W（t） 一 f6 ‘o （T）dr
一岨9・（・）・iT’ ＝＝ ．．41＞i）rx（の・ （3．4）
where
MZx （t） ＝ fo‘ to． （T）dT ・ （3．5）
 If generic algorithm for estimation of tut（のor呪（のis fbund out，ω（のand四ω
are easily obtained using equations （3．3） and （3．4）， given that X， is explicitly
known．
3．2．1 K［TT
KITT first derives minimal cut sets from the fault tree and evaluates the
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probability of each minimal cut set， i．e．， the probability of simultaneous existence
of basic events which compose the minimal cut set． The summation of the
probabilities of minimal cut sets approximates the probability of the top event，
providing， that each probability of the output of the minimal cut set is sufficiently
small than unity．
 The output of a minimal cut－AND structure is in a failed state if and only if一 all
indepe，ndent basic events of the minimal cut set are in their failed states． For
independent basic events B，， B2， ．．．， B．， according to KIT’1） ［9， 30］， the probability
that the output is in a failed state at time t， Qkt）， is obtained from the
intersections of basic events．
QK （t） x Pr｛B， n B， n… n B．｝





where e，（t） is the probability that input i is in a failed state at time t．
 A failure of the output occurs if and only if one of the basic events in the
minimal cut set is in normal state at t and then fails during【t， t＋∂の， given that
all other basic events are in their failed states at time t． Thus， if a minimal cut set
is composed basic events， 1， 2， ，，．， n， the statistically expected number of failures
of the output of the minimal cut－AND structure per unit time at time t， toaft）， is
obtained by the following equation：
60K（t）＝1，i’一M， ，1．， ［Pr｛basic event ifails during ［t， t＋dt），
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given that all other basic events except
input i are in their failed states at time e／dt］
     ハr｝鶏Σ［P「｛all othe「basic events except inputゴ
     are in their failed states at time t
      ∩ input i fails during［t， t＋dt）｝／dt］
  エユ         れ
置黒ω・（t）照（の
       ノ訂
（3．7）
where ca，〈t） is the statistically expected number of failures of the input i per unit
time at time t．
  From equation （3．7）， it is found that the fai｝ure sequence of an input that occurs
lastly is taken into account but the sequences of other input failures are not
considered． Therefore， KITT gives no solutions of the probability that the output
is in a failed state at time t， e．，rdt）， or of the statistically expected number of
failpres of the output per unit time at time t， tu．，aft）， through a particular input－
sequence－vector ［xi， x2，・．．， XB・
3．2．2 Markov Model
  Suppose a minimal cut－AND structure with three inputs 1，
Figure 3．1． Let y＝（乃，．乃，Y3）be state vector， then，
2 and 3 as show  in
乃（域2・・3）・o1：、画幅艦lldStat亀
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  The inputs have eight states （O， O， O）， （1， O， O）， （O， 1， O）， （O， O， 1）， （1， 1， O）， （O， 1， 1），
（1， O， 1） and （1， 1， 1）， respectively． Here， the state （O， O， O） indicates that all inputs
are in functioning whereas the state （1， 1， 1） shows all inputs are in their failed
states． The output fails when the inputs enter into the state （1， 1， 1）． The minimal
cut－AND structure with three inputs can be described as Figure 3．2 using the
Markov transition diagram． The numberS 1， 2， ．．．， 8 correspond to one of the eight
states of the three inputs． The probability that the inputs are in the state （1； 1， 1）
equals to the probability that the output is in the failed state at time t．
Output

























Figure 3．2 Markov transition diagram of three inputs
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Output
Figure 3．3． Three inputs time－sequential failure logic
  On the other hand， the minimal cut－AND structure characterized by the time－
sequential failure logic， where the output fails if and only if the failures of inputs
occur in the input－sequence－vector ［E，， E，， E3］ and all the inputs are in their failed
states， is described using a priority－AND gate in Figure 3．3． This time－sequential
failure logic is equivalent to the Markov transition from state （O，O，O） to （1，1，1）
through the specif1c sequence of transitions． ’fypical sequences generating and not
generating the failures of the output are shown in the Table 3．1． For example， the
transition sequence 1一＞2’3’4 generates the failure of the output whereas the
transition sequence 1’m．2．5－4 can not do it． The tirpe－sequential relationships
between inputs and the output of example 2 are shown in the Figure 3．4． lt can be
known by examining the time－sequential relationships which transition sequence
28
generates the failure of the output． The output fails if and only if inputs fail in the
specific sequences and finally all failed states of inputs exist at the same time． ln
other words， in general， the probability that the output of the minimal cut
priority－AND structure is in the state （1， 1， 1） doesn’t equal to the probability of
the state （1， 1， 1） obtained through the Markov model．




Generatillg the failure of the
@        output
Not gen rating the failure of
@       the output
1 1→2→3→4 1→2→5→4
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                       Time t
       ib） Not generating the failure of the output
Figure 3．4 The time－sequential relationships between inputs
             and the output of example 2
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  The Markov model requires Markov property ［311． Namely， the past behavior
and the future behavior of the system are mutually independent． That is to say
the future state transition probabilities only depend on the present state of the
system．
一 As known from the Figure 3．2， there are innumerable transition sequences both
generating and not generating the failures of the output from state （O，O，O） to
（1，1，1）‘ Therefore， generally speaking， the Markov， model is not applied t－o the
quantitative analysis of the time－sequentia｝ failure ｝ogic．
3．2．3 Multiple lnte gration Method
 According to the paper ［23］， the probability that the output is in a failed state at
time t， Q（t）， and the statistically expected number of failures of the output per
unit time at time t， tu（t）， are represented by the following equations：
（9（t） ＝ ．．＞1， Jo“Ai ’”L’．．， ICx， （Ti）fx， （T2）’”lex． （irn）dir．dT．一i ’” di7i ，（3．8）
ω（の一 f、ω・蝋・1…fi．2 fXi（・・）f・・（・・）…f・・．i（・・一1）dTn一，dT・一2…砒P（3．9）
where
ω。（の．（λ・・）｛μx                   ・λ。θ一（λ㌔＋μ偽，
  n” ’」A．xn ＋luxn’N’ An An
（3．10）
and
‘fxl ， （Ti） ＝ （k． ＋X’s，e．． ）｛pe．， ＋ 」L．，e’（Ax， ’”xJ）T’ ｝e一”x， （t’Ti） ．
          1 ’ “’1
（3．11）
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  Here， the multiple integration implies the probability that inputs remain in
failed states after their failing in a particular sequence， and the sequences in
which the failure of the output is not generated are excluded in the summation．
3．3 The Special Case
  KITT and Markov model are not available for the solutions in general cases
when the time－sequential failure logic is taken into consideration and are j ust
applicable to the special case where inputs have common failure and repair rates
i・e・， A．， ＝ A．， … ＝ A．． ＝A and pt．， ＝ pt．，， … ＝ pt．． ＝”， re spectively． Here， suppose Xi
consists of m different input sequence－vectors．
3．3．1 KITT
For equation （3．7）， QKt） and 60，（t） are given as：
Qi（t）＝（4’ ）｛1－e＋‘xi’”t）t｝，




       λゴ＋μ∫
（3．13）
  In KITT， it is known which input fails at last whereas the sequences of other
input failures are not known． The failed state of the output becomes true when all
failed states of the inputs are found simultaneously regardless of the sequences of
input failures． For the special case where inputs are characterized by common
failure and repair rates， from equations （3．7）， （3．12） and （3．13）， tordt） becomes：
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                         A
                           ）”｛LL＋Ae一（A’pt）t｝｛1－e一（Z’A）‘｝””． （3．14）       a）．（t） 一 n（
                       A ＋ tt，e
  Here， there are n！ sequences of input failures and each sequence has the
identical probability of appearance since all inputs have the common A and pa ．
Therefore， the statistically expected number of failures ofthe output per unit time
at time t through a particular input－failure－sequence， tu．，aft）， is expressed as：
              tux・K （t） ＝ ’（ltii－li－isi一 i）！ （xltlii［i ）”｛」tt ＋ “Ate一（A’”）“｝｛i 一e”（A’p）t ｝n－i． （3．is）
  Similarly， the probability that the output is in a failed state at time t through a
particular input－failure－sequence is given as：
                       e．，K （t） ＝ t： （ TII－fi一）” ｛i 一e““（A＋p）‘ ｝n ． （3．i6）
 At steady state， equations （3．15） and （3．16） become：
                        CDx・K（oo） ＝ ［（1．E－lilHiiii一 1）！（」1－i．1－ill’）”・ （3・15）’
                                1． A
                       ex・K（oo）＝ZS7i（」Vi／：7i）”・ 一 （3．16）’
3．3．2 Markov Model
  In general， each state probability of a Markov transition diagram is obtained by
the following procedures：
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1） draw a Markov state transition diagram，
2） get differential equations derived from the diagram，
3） solve differential equations．
  Consider Markov approach is applied to quantification of a minimal cut－AND
structure when transitions between states of inputs are characterized by constant
transition rates． Figure 3．5 describes a Markov state transition diagra皿for the
special case where all the transitions between states of inputs are characterized
by common transition rates， X and pt， respectively． ln the figure， there are
following （n＋D transition states：
State O 一 no input is in a failed state，
State 1 一 any one of input is in a failed state，
State 2 一 any two of inputs are in failed states，
 一 一 一
State n 一 all inputs are in their failed states．
The relationship between the consecutive states i and ipl at steady state is：
（n 一 i） AP， ＝ （i ＋ 1） ptPi ．i （i＝O，1， ．．．， n）， （3．17）





（k＝1，2， ．．．， n）． （3．18）
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     ねSince堰≠Pand
，£，一Pi ＝ 一Po ＋ £，（：）（一li一）k p， ＝： jp，a ＋ 一ill：一）n，
P， ＝a＋a）一n．
      1・‘
（3．19）
From （3．18） and （3．19），
p．一， ．， （：一， ）（ii）”一i p， ＝n（一fe） （」c－1：zi）n．
（3．20）

















p 2pa （i＋1）t‘ （n－1）pt np
Figure 3．5 Markov transition diagram
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  The output of a minimal cut－AND structure fails when inputs transfer from
state （n－1） to state n． Therefore， the statistical expected number of the occurrence
of the state transition from state （n－1） to state n is equivalent to the statistically
expected number of the failures of the output per unit time at steady state． There
are n！possible transition sequences from state O to n and each transition sequence
has identical probability of appearance since all the inputs have the common ！
and pt． Therefore， the statistically expected number． of failures of the output per
unit time at the steady state through a particular input sequence， to．．M（co）， equals
AP．．i／ nL Then， from the equation （3．20）：
a）x・M （ co ） ＝ ii｝．i－lliiiii一 i ！ （’xi．Iliii’）” ’
（3．21）
  Similarly， the probability that the output is in a failed state at the steady state
through a particu｝ar input sequence is given as：
Q．，．（oo）一il；7，（一xf．1 ］i）n・
（3．22）
  So far the Markov model gives no analytical solution for an arbitrary number of
inputs except steady state． However， provided that all inputs satisfy the
assumptions given in Chapter 2．4， it is possible to simply obtain the probability of
any transition state using the manner mentioned below．




and let（毒（のbe the probability that the state 7 exists at time t， givenア＝（0，0，＿，
0）at time zero．
   The fbllowing theorem l is important：
   Theorem 1：  Qy（の一Pr｛EIY置∩Eず2∩…E．Y”∩｝
                        れ                      ＝鼎P「｛E・’｝・
                      一［1 eiy‘（t）｛1 一 Q， （t）｝（’一ア’），    （3・23）
where
    Ei：inputゴis in a failed state，
    堺：input∫is normal，
    ④（        A．の＝（一1）（・．θ一・・’・μ・）・）．
          λi＋μノ
Proof：
   Since the occurrence of a given input is in no way affected by the occurrence of
any other input， the fbllowing equation can be obtained：
                      傷（t）＝Pr｛」醒IYi∩」醒∫2∩…∩1馨π｝
                            カ                          ＝［，P「｛Ei‘｝・      （3・24）
where
P，｛1i｝。e，（の．（λ・）｛・一θ一・・幽，
                λ∫＋μ∫                 ・
  Pr｛」♂ρ｝嵩1－Pr｛Z尋｝詔1－Q，（の．
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 Therefbre， the probability of input event is：
                       P・｛Ei’｝一望’（t）｛1 一 e， （t）｝（i－yJ）．
Thus， the proof is completed．
   When all inputs are in their failed states， i．e．，ア＝（1，1，．．．，1）， the probability，
（1（1，1、＿，1）（の，is given from theorem 1：
                                    れ                          e，・，・・…・1）（の胃lle・（の・     （3・25）
 Similarly， when input i is normal and the other inputs are in their failed states，
i．e．，ア’＝（1，1，＿，Oi，＿，1）， the probability 嬢a，1，．．．o’，＿，1）（のbecomes：
                                            れ                      e，・，1，．，。，、．，1）（t）一｛1－e・（の｝．n砧（の・    （3・26）
                                          ノsi，1’一・1
   From the equation（3．26），
                                           れ                  れ        P「｛only one input is no「mal at time身＝黒｛1“Q・（の｝、．照（の・（3・27）
   For the specia1 case where inputs have common failure and repair rates X． andμ，
 respectively， the statistically expected number of failures of the output per unit
tiIne at time渉through a particular input sequence，ω刷（の， is obtained from the
equation（3．27）as fbllows：
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to．，M（t）dt＝ ［Pr｛（n－1） inputs are in their failed states at time t and an
          input fails during ［t， t ＋dt）， given that the failures occur
          through a particular input－failure－sequence］
＝ Pr｛’ the particular input－failure－sequence occurs ｝
   Pr｛ （n－1） inputs are in their failed states at time t
   nan input fails during ［t， t＋dt）｝
”（ii）蕩｛・鋼、撫（t）（λdt）
． 一． ． ， （．：一2L一）”｛pt ＋ Ae一（A＋p）t｝｛1 一 e一（A＋”）t｝n－i dt ．
 （n 一 1）！ “A ＋ pt
（3．28）
Then，
toxM（t） ＝          ）”｛ttz ＋，Le”（A“P）t｝｛1 一e’（i＋pt）t｝n－i ．    （
（n 一1）！ NA ＋ pt
1 A
（3．29）
  Similarly， the p robability that the output is in a failed state at time t through a
particular input sequence， e．，M（t）， is given as：
Q．，M（t）＝ Pr｛all inputs are in their failed states at time t
         through a particular input－failure－sequence ｝
＝ Pr｛a particu｝ar input－failure sequence ｝Pr｛all inputs
    are in their failed states at time a
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瀞＿・、〈t）
＝ 一！，． （一，一一 iL）”｛1 ．． e一（A＋”）t｝ ．
 n！   A＋ pt
（3．30）
3．3．3 Multiple lnte gration Method
 As described above， it is not easy to get the solution of the multiple integration
expressed as equations （3．8） and （3．9） when the number of inputs exceed a certain
level in application． ln this section， analytical solutions are obtained for the
special case where input xi （i＝1， 2， ’”， n） has common failure and repair rates， i．e．，
Ax， ＝＝ Ax， … ＝ Ax． ＝ A and ptx， ＝ ”x， … ＝ pt．． ＝ u， respectively． Here， it is supposed
that Xi consists of m different input sequence－vectors． Then， each sequence has
the identical probability of appearance since all inputs have common A and．pt．
Therefore， the equation （3．9） can be rewritten as：
    tu（t）＝ MCOx． （t）JotSi ’”Ji一， fx， （Ti）lex2 （172）’”4．． （lrn－i）dTn－idTn－2 ’”d17i
””
@MCOn （t）fotLi ’”St．一， ICi （Ti ）f72 （T2）’” fn－i （Tn－i）dTn－idTn－2 ’” dTi ，（n22）， （3．31）
where
cD．（t） ＝＝ （4）｛itt ＋ Ae’（A’”）‘｝ ，
       A ＋ lt，t
（3．32）
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             fi（・・）一（λ1μ）｛μ・μ（τ’ ”‘）＋λθ姻｝」！・・2・…・n一・・（3・33）
  Now， for solving the equation （3．31）， the following key theorem 2 is needed：
Theorem 2
           fet． fg‘．Ll ’fgi fk 一1 （gk 一i ）fk 一2 （gk 一2） ・ ・ ・ fe （go ）dgk 一idgk－2 ・ ・ ・ dg，
                 ＝ f： （xl．li77）k ｛op（g， ）｝k ，
where
          f，r （g，） ＝ （一：一A一）｛ttLe”（gi“”t） ＋Ae一（Agi＋”t）｝ iE＝o， i， ．．．， k－i，
                 A＋ ttt
and
                  q）（ξ，）階1一θ一（λ＋μ）t一｛θμ（ξk一の一θ一（λξk＋μ）｝．
Proof： The theorem 2 can be proved through the mathematical induction．
First， in the case of k＝1，





             呂（λ                  ）ll 一 e一（A’t‘）t 一 ｛e”（gi 一t） 一 e一（Ai」i ＋tit） ｝］
               A＋ pt
             ．． （一，一A
                   ）ep（g，），
               A＋ pt
where，
             q）（ξ，）＝1一θ一（λ＋tt）t一｛θμ（ξド‘）一θ卿（λξ・＋pt）｝．
Next， suppose the following holds in general for k 2 2，
fet．．， Jg‘，一， ” ’Jgi flk ．2 （gk 一2）fk 一3 （gk 一，）… f， （ij，）dg，一，dg， 一， … dg，
and then，
    巌1．、
       一蟻
’．， 一，一，．一．．11．．，．，．． ．． ． （一，＝1！i
          ）k－iu 一． e一（A＋p）t 一 ｛ep（gk．i 一t） 一． e一（Agk．i ＋“t） ｝］k－i
 （k－    1）1 NA． ＋ itz
冨 1 （λ        ）k－i｛op（g，一，）｝k－i，
 （k 一   1）！ ’A＋ lt，e
’・
@Jg（ fk 一i （gk 一i ）fk ．2 （gk 一2 ）… f， （g， ）dg， 一，dg，一， … dg，
tst－1）！（ic－1．1－il）k一’｛op（g，一，）｝k－if，一，（g．一，）dg，一i




        ＝ Ji」‘， 一（k ll i）！ （xltl－i［z）k一’｛q）（gk一，）｝k一’（」1－it｝lli）｛LteP（gk－i 一‘） ＋ ，xe’（Ai」k－i ＋pt）｝dg，一，
        ＝＝ tst 一1）！ （ITIi－li）kf，9（gk）｛op（g，一，）｝k－i dop（g，一，）
        一白（xl．μ）左鵬）｝k・     ’（3・4・）
 Thus， the proof is completed．
   Now， setting k＝n一一1 and inserting it into the theorem 2， the following relation
can be obtained by：
fg‘D＋， fgtD一， ’”fgi fn 一2 （gn－2 ）fn 一3 （gn－3）’” fo （go ）dg．一2 dg．”， … dg，
                 ＝＝ ’（1．iil－i｝i’i一 i）！ （’xi．ili”’il）”一’ ｛（p（4n－i）｝””・ （3．4i）
 More， setting 4．一i ＝ O， g．一2 ＝Ti，．．．， e．一（i．，） ＝ Ti．．．， go ＝T．一， and applying them
into the above equation， then
              L‘， S（ ’”fi， lri （Ti）f2 （T2）‘” fn－i （Tn－i ）dTidT2 ’” dTn－i
                  一一．．，（4）n－i｛q（T，）｝n’i． ’ （3．42）
                    （n 一1）！             A ＋ tt，e
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 From equations （3．31） and （3．42），
        ω（の＝＝ Mcan（の煎1…f。i一、 fi（τ1）4（・、）…fn．、（・。一、）dTn．1dTn．2…dTl
                     1 ．A                             ）n－1｛（p（To）｝n－1  ＝MtUn（の        （
                   （n ・一 1）！ ’A ＋ pt
           ＝ ．；＝！ZZ：． T．： （一：h．AL一）n｛itz ＋ Ae一（A＋”）t｝｛（p（．t， ）｝n－i ．
             （n 一 1）！        A＋ iu
 Thus， equation （3．43） can be expressed as：
               to（t） ”＝ zltT〈1！is．一 ii ！ （xitl；ili’）”｛it ＋Ae一（A’”）t｝｛i 一e一（A＋pt）t｝n－i．
 Since there are m input－sequence－vectors， tu．（t） becomes：
                 ω（の
           ω。（の呂
                  m
                ＝ 一． ．， （4）n｛itz ＋ ；Le一（A’pt）‘｝｛1 一 e一（A＋it）t｝n－i ．
                  （n－1）！      A＋ pa
Similarly，




Q（t） ＝＝ ’Sl： （ft． ）”｛i 一e－a＋”）t｝n．
（3．46）
e・（    e（tt） ＝’     加）一面（λ1μ）〃｛・一e’（x ｝〃・
（3．47）
At steady state， equations （3．45） and （3．47） become：
         ！！！：一7． ：． （一rL）” ．
ω、（。。）旨
       （n 一 1）！       A＋ pt
（3．45）’
Qx（oo） ＝＝ ST： （i｛．lli）n・
（3．47）’
3．4 Discussions
  Risk is defined as the combination of the prob ability of eccurrence of harm and
the， severity of that harm according to ISOAEC Guide 51． Risk analysis using FTA
is to identify the mechanism of occurrence and the probability of occurrence of
harm which itself is as the top event of FT． lt is well known that the probability
that the top event is a failed state and the statistically expected number of
failures of the top event per unit time at time t are usefu1 for predicting the harm．
  In FTA， to（t） is usually estimated by using the minimal cut AND structures． lt is
equivalent to the value that is the sum of co．（t） through all sequential failure
vectors． Therefore， to（t） can be expressed by
                           tu（t）＝．1；IP’（t）’ （3・48）
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  For the specia｝ case where inputs have common failure Ai 一＝ A and repair rates
pt， 一＝ u，at most， to（t） is 6 （＝3！） times greater than to．（t） for three inputs， 24 （＝4！）
times greater than to．（t） for four inputs， ，．．， and is n！ times greater than tu ．（t） for n
inputs since each sequential failure vector has identical probability of appearance．
  When inputs have different constant failure and repair rates， for example，
calculate tu．（t） through a particular sequential failure vector for a system of’three
components at t＝ 1000 hours． Assume the inputs have the following parameters．
Table 3．1 lnput p arameters
Component 1［1／h］Component 2［1／h］                「bomponent 3［1／h］
λrO．001，μ1＝0．1 λ2＝0．02，μ2＝0．15 λ3＝0．03，μ3電1
 Then the statistically expected number of failures of the output through each
input－sequence－vector is shown in Table 3．2．
  From Table 3．2， it is found that the smallest value to．（t） is obtained through the
sequence vector ［3， 2， 1］， and tu（t） obtained from the minimal AND structure is
about 100 times greater than tu．（t）．
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Table 3．2 to．（1000） through each sequence vector for three inputs
Se傑uence－
@vector
［1，2，3】 ［2，3，1｝ ［1，3，2】 ［3，2，1］ 【2，1，3］
   ，
ﾖx（1000）［1！h］
@  x10’6
10．8 1．57 2．46 0．24 721 0．25
  For the time－sequential failure logic， it is known from equations （3．16）， （3．30）
and （3．47） that the results， i．e．， the probability that the output is a failed state at
time t， obtained through KITT， the Markov model and multiple integration
method are same for the special case where inputs have common failure and
repair rates． The statistically expected numbers of failures of the output per unit
ti血e at time t from three approaches are equal also（reference to equations（3．15）
and （3．29） and （3．45）．
  Therefore， it can be concluded that three methodologies are suitab｝e for the
quantification of the time－sequential failure logic for the special case where inputs
have common failure and repair rates， and up to now KITT and the Markov model
are difficult to give the solutions whereas the multiple integration meth6d can be
used for the general cases of inputs with different constant failure and repair
rates． For the geReral cases， numeral solutions of the multip｝e integration method
can be obtained by means of software Mathematica ｛33］． The results discussed
above are shown in Table 3．3．
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Table 3．3 The comparison of the results obtained from three methodologies
舳
MethodologyKITT MarkovchainMultiple integration
Cases 砿承の ω属E〈の 砿層くの ω鼠躍（の 砿（の ωz（の














              i
Ax， ptxi
＋μぎ






 Recently the time－sequential failure logic， which is equivalent with minimal
cut priority－AND structures， is playing more and more important roles in FTA．
This chapter disdusses the quantification of the minimal cut priority－AND
structures using the KI’IYI］， Markov model and multiple integration methods． For
the special case where inputs from the minimal cut priority－AND structures
have common failure and repair rates， algorithms for the probability that the
output is in a failed state and for the statistically expected number of failures of
the output per unit time at time t are obtained． And it is found that three
methodologies give same analytical equations for the special case． This confirms
the validity of the multiple integration method in the quantification of the time－
sequential failure logic． However， up to now， for the general cases where inputs
are characterized by different constant failure and repair rates， the multiple
integration method is exclusively applicable to the solution for the probability
that the output is in the failed state and for the statistically expected number of
failures of the output per unit time at time t whereas the KITT and Markov
model are difficu｝t to obtain those solutions．
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Chapter 4
Monte Carlo Simulation for Analysis of
     Time－Sequential Failure Logic
4．1 lntroduction
  Monte Carlo simulation is a computer－based method that may be used in
engineering to generate estimates of the statistics describing various functions
utilizing statistical descriptions of the involved variables． High－speed computers
that can quickly and ．economically estimate the statistics of complex functions
have led to wide usage of Monte Carlo methods in enginee血g．
  Monte Carlo methods have been extensively used for the study of system
failures around the world ［34－46］． The technique consists of building a
probabilistic model of the system under investigation， usually with aids of a
computer program， that is， evaluating the function by using each set of
synthesized random values of the variables involved． ’IYial runs of the model are
repeated as many times as required． Theoretically， as the number of trial
increases， the precision of the empirical percentile estimates of tu（t） improves． ln
general， Monte Carlo simulation is easily carried out and can be applied to much
more complex or large systems where deterministic methods could not work to get
their solutions．
 As is well known， the causation of a system failure can be reasoned by
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developing an FT ［9］． Minimal cut sets taken from the FT play important roles for
FTA． A minimal cut－AND structure is an AND combination of an output and all
inputs that compose a minimal cut set． An FT is equivalently expressed as an OR
conjunction of the top event and all minimal cut－AND structures．
  Qualitative analysis of the time－sequential failure logic and quantitative
approaches for the estimation of the probability that the output is in a failed state
and of the statistically expected number of failures of the output per unit time at
time t are discussed in the preceding chapters． This chapter recommends applying
the Monte C arlo simulation to analyze the time－sequential failure lo gic found in
FT． ln order to make the validity of this technique clear， the statistically expected
numbers of failures of the output during ［O， t） are studied for systems of three
inputs using the multiple integration approach as well as the Monte Car｝o










random variable indicating the interval of repair－to－failure process of x，
1｝iours］
random variable indicating the interval of failure－to－repair process of x，
［hours］
the time history of the i－th repair－to－failure of input K （＝ xi ＝1， 2，．，． ， n）
［hours］
the time history of the ith failure－to－repair of input K ［hours］
the time history of the h－th failure of the compound input
the time history of the h－th repair of the compound input
the uniform pseudorandom numbers distributed between O．O and 1．0
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4．2 General Principle of Monte Carlo Methods
  Monte Carlo simulation includes the chance variation inherent in most real－life
problems， hence the descriptive name is Monte Carlo． The technique is alternative
to the analytical methods because of its nature iterative． Monte Carlo simulation
as shown in Figure 4．1， functions by observing randOm numbers chosen in such a
way that they simulate the physicahando皿process of the system to be evaluated．
The solution is inferred by the resultant behavior and interaction of the random
numbers．
Problems
Probabilistic processes  〈一
Unknown     O    ●
曹浮≠獅狽撃狽撃?
壷    卒
Sample extraction ） Statistics
Figure 4．1 Monte Carlo methods
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4．3 Random and Pseudorandom Numbers
  The essential feature common to all Monte Carlo computations is that we have
to substitute for a random variable a corresponding set of actual values， having
the st”atistical properties of the random variable． The values are called random
numbers， on the ground that they couユd well have been produced by chance by a
suitable random process ［35］． lt is convenient to obtain needed random values
directly from already developed program． Here， random values are not in most
sense “狽窒浮撃?random”， although they should be “random enough” for practical
purposes． Such values are called pseudorandom because they are determined by
using deterministic equations．
  The random number generator usually is subprogram that returns value from a
uniform distribution of the intervals O．O to 1．0． Algorithms are available to
generate random variables from distributions by making transformations on one
or several values generated from the uniform random number generator． For
example， based on the inverse of the cumulative distribution function， random
variables for the exponential distribution can be easily obtained from the uniform
pseudorandom numbers distributed between O．O and 1．0．
4．4 lnput Modeling
  For the time－sequential failure logic shown in Figure 2．5， followings are
assumed for failures and repairs of inputs Xi， xib ’”， Xn・
a） Failures of inputs are mutually statistically independent．
b） lnput xi j s characterized by the failure rate A．i．At time zero， xi is not in a
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  failed state．
c）The probability of two or more failures and repairs during the period［ちt＋dの
  is assumed to be o（dりf（）r any input．
d）Repait of input．￥i follows the exponential distribution with the constant repair
  rate μx∫・
e）The ti狙e required to repair input苓・is a constant value，1／μxヂ
                                                                 ユ  Ty：p6－1 system is defined as the system that satisfies assumptions a）， b）， c）and
d）whereas type－2 system meets with assumptions a）， b）， c）and e）．
  Since input。sequence－vectors are mutually exclusive，
ω（の惑9・（の・ （4．1）
V17（t） ＝ ．1111711「・（の・ （4．2）
  If generic algorithm for estimation of ca．（t） or PV．（t） is found out， to（t） and J＞IZ（t）
are easily obtained using equations （4．1） and （4．2）， given that X， is explicitly
known．
4．5 Monte Carlo Simulation for Time－Seque ntial Failure Logic
  In order to simulate the relationship s between inputs and the output
characterized by the time－sequential failure logic as shown in Figure 2．5 using the
Monte Carlo method， attentions should be paid to the．following two major issues：
how to simulate the behavior of inputs and to evaluate the relationships between
inputs and the output．
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4．5．1S血Ulation of lnputs
  From assu皿ptions mentioned above， the whole behavior of input x｝＝κis
composed of repair－to－failure and failure－to－repair processes． Here， for the type－1
system， the random variables， 7． and y’．， denote durations of a repair－to－failure
and of a failure－to－repair processes， respectively． Therefore， they are given by
equations （4．3） and （4．4） based on the inverse of the cumulative distribution
function ［9， 35］：
      1
        10gg ，YK ＝＝ 一
     A，．
（4．3）
冒   1         10gg’，γκ冨一
      ILK
（4．4）
where g and g’ are the uniform pseudorandom numbers distributed between’n．O
and 1．0．
  For the type－2 system， the duration of a rep air－to－failure process， y．， can be
also given by equation （4．3）． On the other hand， the duration of a failure－to－repair
process， y’D， is expressed as：
，  1
Y’K ＝一’
    ILtK
（4．5）
  For the type－1 system， the relationships between the time histories of i－th
repair－to－failure and i－th failure－to－repair processes can be expressed as follows
（see Notation given in 4．1）：
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t．，i ＝ t’．，i－1一一 £1一 1ogg．，i （t’．，o g O），
（4．6）
           1
t’j，i ・一一 t．，i 一一 ÷． logg’．，i．
           iLtK
（4．7）
Here， g．，i and g’．，i are the uniform pseudorandom numbers distributed between
O．O and 1．0 obtaine d in the context of the i－th repair－to－failure and i－th failure－to－
repair processes for input K， respectively．
 Si皿ilarly；fbr the type・2 system， the time histories can be o胱ained by the fbUowing
equations：
                    t．，i＝t’．，i一1一；1）一 logg．，i （t’．，o Ei o）， （4．s）
           1
t’j，i ＝ tK，i ＋ ”一＝一一’
           ibeK
（4．9）
4．5．2 Simulation of the Output
  The preceding section shows that the behavior of any input can be simulated
using the variable g．，i and g’．，i by putting K＝xi， xth ”’， or x． and i一一一1， 2， ．．．for
the type－1 system． Here， it is supposed that the failures of the output during ［O， e
are caused through a p articular sequential vector x ＝ （xi， x2， …， x．］EXi ． Then， the
relationship between inputs x， and x． is analyzed at first using the following three
steps． 一  Step 1：Find out the earliest time tx、，ノ（ノ≠iandノ＝10r 20r＿）， under the
condition that the 7’一th failure of inp ut x2 occurs after the i：th failure of input x，．
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When the time is found out， then go to step 2．
  Step 2： Judge if the i－th repair of input x， is comp．leted aft er the failure of input
X2 i・e・， t’．，，i ＞t．，，i． Once it is true， go to step 3．
  Step 3：Examine， which repair of input xl or xz i．e．， t’x、，ゴor tlx2，ノ， appears
earlier． If the repair of xi precedes that of砺i．e．， t曾x、，f＜t’x、，ノ，record the times
Th ＝t．，，f（h＝1， 2， ．．．） and T’．b＝t’．，，ias the time histories of compound input x，x．
respectively．且ere， the compound input xix2…x． is defined as the virtual outp ut of
the time－sequential failure logic generated through an input－sequence－vector
［xi，x2，…，x．］ （msn）． Then go to step 1 and iterate the step s for next （i ＋1）一th
failure of xl． On the other hand， if t’x、，i＞t馨x、，ノ， similarly；record the times
Th冒tx、，ノand T「h。t雪x、，ノas the time histories of the compound inputろ梅
respectively． Then iterate steps 2 and 3 for next U＋1）一th failure of x2
  When the simulation time for inputs xi and x2 is equal to or greater than the
given time limit， T， the simulation for inputs x， and x2 is completed and the
overall ti皿e histories of the compound input xix2 are obtained．
  Then， the time histories of the compound input x，x2 are analyzed with the
input x3 using the same procedures as those of inputs x， and x2 described above in
order to generate the overall time histories of the compound input xi xptr3．
 Thus， the same procedures are repeated until the overall time histories of the
compound inp ut xixi”x．， Th and Tb’（h ＝1， 2， ．．．）， i．e．， the overall time historie s of
the outp ut generate d through a p articular input－sequence x＝［xi， x2，…，x．1， are
finally obtained． Therefore， the number “h” signifies PI7（7）i， i．e．， the number of
failures of the outp ut during ［O， T） for the i－th simulation trial． The fiow chart of
the Monte Carlo simulation is shown in Figure 4．2．
  For the type－2 system， the time history of the output can be obtained through
the same simulation procedures as those of the type－1 system using equations
（4．3）， （4．5）， （4．8） and （4．9）．
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Figure 4．2 The fiow chart for Monte Carlo simulation
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4．6 Comparison between Two Approaehes
  The statistically expected number of failures of the output during ［O， e for the
type－1 and 一2 systems with three inputs are estimated using the multiple
inte gration method as well as the Monte Carlo simulation． Re sults from the
Monte Carlo simulation are compared with the standard values obtained through
multiple integration method in order to demonstrate the validity of the Monte
Carlo simulation． ．
4．6．1 Multiple lntegration Method
  For the type－1 system， the statistically expected number of failures of the
output （generated through an input－sequence－vector x E X，） per unit time at time
t， tu．（t）， is given by the following equation ［23］：
       ω．（の一ω。。（のS：sf…sl．，4、（τ1）4，（τ・）…4。一、（・。．・）drn一・dTn－2…drl， （4…）
where a）．．（t） and 4，（Ti） can be given using equations （3．．10） and （3．11）
  From equations （4．2） and （4．10） and by integrating ca．（t）， J7J7．7（e can be easily
obtained using Mathematica ［33］．
4．6．2Nu皿eric Analysis
  In systems of type－1 and 一2 with three inputs， suppose that the only input－
sequence－vector x＝［1， 2， 3］ can generate the output． Statistics of the inputs are
characterized as shown in Table 4．1 and Table 4．2， respectively．
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Table 4．1 Statistics assigned to inputs of case 1 and case2
：Failuエe rate





λ1  λ2 λ3 μ1  μ2 μ3 11μ1 11μ2  1／μ3
1 0．01 0．04  0．030．1  0．15  0．0210   6．67   50
2 0．1  0．04  0．03 0．1  0．15  0．0210   6．67   50
Table 4．2 Statistics assigned to inp uts of case 3 and case 4
：Failure rate





λ1  λ2 旭 μ1  μ2 μ3 1！μ11／μ．1／μ3
3 0．1 0．04  0．03．01 0．150．02100   6．67   50
4 0．1  0．04  0．030．1 0．150．02 10   6．67   50
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  For type－1 system， M7．T（n can be estimated using the multiple integration or
Monte Carlo simulation approaches described above whereas for type－2 system，
only the Monte Carlo simulation can evaluate W．（n． Assume that MZimlf（n and
WMcsl n stand for W．（ 7） obtained by multiple integration method and Monte Carlo




where Mis the number of simulation trials and M7（ni i’s the i－th simulation result．
  In Table 4．3 and Table 4．4， the values of PIZMcsl 7） are shown when the simulation
trails are 35， 70 and 100 times， respectively．
  Deviation rate R（7）is de丘ned as：
R（T）＝．mptMi？i1’（．T．）一ljlmll￥cs（T）1．
           MZ．，，．（T）
（4．．14）
4．6．3 Discussions
  Exponential repair distributions are assumed fbr the i叩uts of the type・1
system． According to the definitions wide1y accepted， the mean time to repair of
input K of this type is 1／pt． ［hours］． So the mean time to repair is theoretically
equivalent to the time to repair of input K involved in the type－2 system． For
some cases， items would be better modeled on constant times to repair rather than
exponential repair distributions． lt is interesting to cpmpare the results obtained
from the type－1 and 一2 systems．
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Table 4．3 Results of case 1 and case 2 obtained through multiple







1．0   2．00  5．001．00   2．00  5．00




1．27  2．56  6．31
W．69  7．25  8．55
6．91 14．20  34．95




1．29  2．69  6．51
U．52  2．54  5．62
7．13  14．31  35．48




1．32  2．73  6．71
S．35 1．09 2．75
7．33  14．59  35．64





1．51 2．97  7．48
X．42  7．61  8．41
．03  16．62  39．97




1．47 2．91  7．41
U．52  5．43  7．39
7．81  16．06  39．06




1．46 2．85  7．30
T．80  3．26  5．80
7．77  15．54  38．46
Q．51  2．51   1．47
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Table 4．4 Results of case 3 and case 4 obtained through multiple







1．00  2．00  5．001．00   2．00  5．00




1．95  4．09  9．87
X．30  4．88  8．19
6．92 14．20  34．95




2．02  4．17  10．02
U．05  3．02  6．80
7．13  14．31  35．48




2．08  4．24  10．27
C3．26  1．40  4．47
7．34  14．59  35．64





2．27  4．45  11．42
T．58  3．49  6．23
8．04  16．62  39．97




2．24 4．41  11．31
S．19 2．56  4．95
7乙82  16．06  39．06




2．23 4．40  11．19
R．72  2．33  4．09
7．78  15．54  38．46
Q．51  2．51  1．47
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  For the examples with three inputs， the followings are found from Tab1e 4．3 and
Table 4．4：
a） For the type－1 system， P12Mr cs（7） is always estimated less than WMiM（7）， but the
  deviation rates are less than 100／o．
b） For the typ e－2 system， most of WMr cs（7） are counted in excess of MZMiM（7＞ with
  the deviation rates less than 100／o．
c） With the increase of the trial runs of simulation from 35 to 100 times， the
  deviation rate decreases quite a bit．
  The examples in（licate that when trial runs of simulation are repeated more
than 100 ti皿es， the Monte Carlo simUlation gives very similar values with those
through the multiple integration method for both the type－1 and 一2 systems． ln
erder to obtain more generic conclusions on the relationships between the type－1
and 一2 systems irrespective of the examples， much more simulation data will be
required． There are stil l various problems to be studied hereafter．
4．7 Conclusions
  The chapter discusses how to analyze the time－sequential failure logic using
Monte Carlo simulation． TWo types of systems are set up according to inp ut
modeling． ln systems of type－1， the inputs are mode1ed on the exponential
distributions with constant failure and repair rates． For the type－2， it is assumed
that inputs are characterized by constant failure rates and constant times to
repair． Next， how to simulate the behavior of inputs and to evaluate the
relationship s between inputs and the output are described． A fiow chart for
computer simulation is introduced． Finally， the estimation of statistically expected
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number of failures of the output for both the type－1 and 一2 systems with three
inputs is demonstrated using the multiple integration and Monte Carlo
simulation approaches． The results obtained indicate that deviation rates are





  As well known， the statistically expected number of failures and the probability
that the system is in a failed state are very usefu1 for predicting repairable， non－
catastrophic or partial system failures ［9］． This kind of system failure would not
result in complete destruction of the system and would repeat a number of times
during a system’s lifetime． For instance， although many fatal trafific accidents
occur every year， the whole tra茄．c system is never complete1y destructed．
  On the other hand， the system reliability or system unreliability is more useful
for describing catastrophic， non－repairable or complete system destruction such as
worldwide nuclear war． The system unreliability is the probability that the
system suffers the缶st failure durillg［0， e， and is equivalent to the statisticaHy
expected number of system failures during ［O， e since the system can not be
repaired．
  The preceding chapters deal with the quanti丘catioll of the time－sequential
failure logic using analytical and numerical approaches for repairable systems．
This chapter discusses the feasibility of． the multiple integration method for non－
rep airable systems， by comparing repairable and non－repairable systems using
the Markov model．
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5．2 Repa irable systems
5．2．1 Three－lnput Systems
  Consider a system of three inputs which have the constant failure rates Ai （i ＝1，
2， 3） and repair rates pah respectively． The Markov transition diagram of the
repairable system is shown in Figure 3．2 ［9， 48］．
 As discussed in Chapter 3， when a single sequence of input failure is taken into
account， the Markov model is applicable only to the special case where inputs are
characterize d by common failure and rep air rates， A and pa Then， the transition
diagram of Figure 3．2 is simplified as shown in Figure 5．1．
None of three inputs is true．
@    State prob． P。（の
μ 3λ
One input is true．
rtate prob． P 1（の
2μ 2λ，
Two inputs are true．
@State prob． P2（の
3晒 λ
Three inputs are true．
@ State prob． P3（の
Figure 5．1 The s血phfie d transition diagram for three inp uts
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  The corresponding d瞳fferential equations of Figure 5．1 are
              り             P・（の一 一3λLP。（の＋μ・P， （t）
              の             1）1（の雷3λif？o（の一（2λ＋μ）P，（t）＋2PtP，（の
                                                ，       （5．1）
             1）2（t）富22〕P，（の一（λ＋2μ）P，（の＋3μ2略（の
               
             P・（の旨λ弓（の一3μaP，（の
where the initial condition is
                       ，
                 ｛Po（0），君（0）， P，（0）， P，（0）｝＝［1，0，0，0］．                （5．2）
 Taking Laplace transfbrm to equation（5．1）and inserting the initial condition
（5．2）into it， equation（5．1）becomes
                  （s＋3λ）1）o（S）一μ君（5）＝1
                  －3λPo（s）＋（s＋2λ＋μ）君（5）一2μ2宅（5）富0
                                                      。   （5．3）
                  一2AP，（S）＋（5＋λ＋2μ）P，（5）一 3paP，（5）零0
                  一λ1：｝（s）＋（5＋3μ）P，（5）富0
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  一一 pt o o
s＋2A＋pt 一2pa O
－2A s＋A＋21tt 一31・t







































 According to Crame formula ［47］， solving the above equation by means of




 If the inverse of the above：Laplace transforms is taken， the probab丑hty can be
determined．
P・（     3A2
煤j ＝@  （A ＋ ILt）・｛μ・（λ一2μ）び・神・診一（2λ一μ）び2（一・λび3（λ畔｝・ （5．6）
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  Since e ach failure sequence has the same probability of occurrence， the




      ｛iu ＋ （A． 一 2Lt）e一（A’”）‘ 一 （2 L 一・ LL）e－2（A’”）t ＋ Ae－3（A’”）t｝ ．
（A ＋ pt）3
（5．7）
  Therefore， the expected number of failures of the output during ［O，e ．i s obtained
by：




                6（A ＋ pt）3（A ＋ pt）
（5．8）
5．22Fo皿。lnput Sy8tem8
  In the preceding section， the system with three inputs is introduced． This
section will deal with the rep airable systems of four inputs． Due to all inputs with
common failure and repair rates， the simplified Makov transition diagram for the
repairab｝e system is shown in Figure 5．2．
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None of fbur inputs is true．
@   State prob． P。（の
μ 4λ，
One iIlput is true．
rtate prob． P、（の
2μ 3λ
Two inputs are true．
@State prob． P2（の
3μ 2λ，
Three inputs are true．
@ State prob． P3（t）
4μ， λ
Four inputs are true．
@ State prob． P4（の
Figure 5．2 The simplifie d Markov transition diagram for four inp uts












  Taking the Laplace transform of both sides of the equations and substituting
the initial conditions P，（O）＝1 and P，（O）＝ P，（O） ＝ P，（O） t P，（O）＝O yield the following：
               （s ＋ 4A）Pe（s） 一一 sLP，（s） ＝ 1
               一 4， LP， （s） ＋ （s ＋ 3A ＋ pt）P， （s） 一・ 2ptP， （s） ＝ O
               －3A．P， （s） ＋ （s ＋2A ＋2pt）P， （s） 一3paP， （s） ＝O S． （5．10）
               一 2xe， （s） ＋ （s ＋ A ＋ 3pt）P， （s） 一 4ittP， （s） 一 O
               一 JLP， （s） ＋ （s ＋ 4pa）P， （s） ＝ O
 Using similar ma皿ers as the previous section， P，③can l）e determined．
P・（・）一iλ艦）・｛f・。讐μ一。1鴇）・。編μ）一。＋t，．μ）｝・（5ユ・）
 Then， the probability， P3（D， is：
             P・（     4A3t） ＝   （A ＋ pt）・｛μ・（λ一3μ）び・一・一3（λ一μ）び・・一
                        ＋（3A 一一 itt）e－3（X’”）t 一Ae’‘（X’”）’｝． （5．12）
  ：For the repairable system with com皿on failure and repair rates， the expected
number of failures of the system p er unit time at time t is：
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              4A4
                   ｛jtt ＋ （，A． 一 3 i．t）e一（A’”）‘ 一 3（A 一 lz）e－2（A＋p）tω（の一λP，（の＝
             （A ＋ pt）4
＋ （3A． 一 tLe）e－3（A’”）“ m Ae－4（A＋”）t｝ ． （5．13）




一；il．lt”：一1！！：一4－iL． e－3（X’”）t＋一；T．：b一一：一． ． e一‘〈x’”）t＋wat．；22E｝．




  Figure 5．3 describes the Markov transition diagram of non－repairable system．
The arrows from 1 to O and from O to 1 denote an input repair and an input failure，
respectively． For the non－repairable system， the system fails when it enters into
state （1， 1， 1）． Since the process ends when the first system failure occurs， there is
no arrow from state （1， 1， 1） to other states． Therefore， state （1， 1， 1） is the








































Figure 5．3 Aslarkov transition diagram for non－rep airable system
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  The transition diagram of Figure 5．3 is
corresponding differential equations are：









Taking the Laplace transform of equation （5．15） yields the following：
（s ＋ 3A）一Po（s） 一一 iLeP，（s） 一 Po（O）
一 3AP， （s） ＋ （s ＋ 2A ＋ pa）一R， （s） 一 2ptP， （s） 一 一P， （O）
一 2AP， （s） ＋ （s ＋ A ＋ 2 pa）P， （s） ＝＝ P， （O）
一 AP， （s） ＋ sP， （s） 一 P， （O）
，
（5．16）
where P，（O）＝1 and P，（O）＝P2（O）＝P3（O）＝O・
 The system unreliability is the probability of absorption state （1， 1， 1） since the
total of a｝1 state probabilities is unity． By solving the above equations using
software Mathematica ［33］， the system unreliability of non－repairable system is
obtained by：
                            6A3
F（s） 一 P，（s） 一
            s｛s3 ＋ 3（2A ＋ it，e）s2 ＋ （11A2 ＋ 7Ait，e ＋ 2itz 2）s ＋ 6A3｝ ’
（5．17）
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None of three inputs is true．
@    State prob． P。（の
μ 3λ，
One input is true．
rtate prob． Pl（の
2μ 2λ
Two inputs are true．
@State prob． P2（の
λ
Three inputs are true．
@ State prob． P3（の
Figure 5．4 The simplified transition diagram for three inputs
  Equation （5．17） is fiot easy to be solved analytically． According to literature ［33］，
Mathematica can a｝ways fmd exact solutions to polynomial equations of degree
four or less， and for cubic and quartic equations， however， the results can be
extremely complicated． ln order to obtain the solution of denominator of equation
（5．17）， let us start from an arbitrary cubic equation with symbolic parameters A， B
and C．
  For the cubic equation （A ＞O， B＞O and C＞O），
                         s3＋As2＋Bs ＋C＝O． （5．18）
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 Although the results of equation （5．18）， si （ii＝1， 2， 3）， are very complicated， they
are given by means of Mathematica as follows：
                       ・・一÷響・3か日・
                   ・・一一（WW’．SV・9，3．）42一（1一ま募）瓦・ F
                       A（1－IVii）K，（1・IVii）K、
                  83＝一万＋3・2瓶一6・2％’
where
       K， 一 ｛一2A3 ＋ 9AB ＋ V4（一A2 ＋ 3B）3 ＋ （一2A3 ＋ 9AB 一 27C）2 ． 27C｝ ，
                           K，置一ノ42＋3B．
  In fact， it is known that there are no complex solutions for equation （5．18）． Since
the p arameters in equation （5．18） are symbolic， there can also be some subtlety in
what the solutions mean ［33］． However， from the results， s2 and s3， the following
equation can be obtained．
                          （s－s2）（s－s3）嵩0．                     （5ユ9）
  By substituting s，， and s3 into equation（5ユ9）， it can be rewritten as：
        （s＋il）2＋（stS． is％一一iFi．15Z？，5k）（s＋g）＋6il． ks｝＋6：．lfti2，”，k，＋ZliL・＝＝o・ （s．20）
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  From equation （5．20） with symbolic parameters and by setting A ＝ 3（2A ＋ pt）， B
＝11A2＋7ip＋2u2 and C＝6A3， Mathematica is easy to find the solutions of
denominator of equation （5．17） as follows：
                       s，一一（2A＋gt・e）一211Yll：i12HKK2＋1｛iiE． lx2’K・
                                                                 ’
      ・・一、2k・（一24・瓦2一・2わK・2 一一転3＋2・甑
and
            ユ                      ユ              
     一一6・2蚕瓦6－24」￥，‘K2－16・2喜、K12K22＋4・2gK，2K，2），
・・一
A2強・（一24・瓦2一・2わ瓦2一転3＋2甑
                   ユ                                     
           ＋一6・2百瓦㌧24K，‘K，一16・2喜瓦2」K22＋4・25 K， 2κ22）．
  Then， since the numerator of equation（5．17）is constants， taking the inverses
Laplace trans長）rm of F（s），：F（のcan be determined． From the derivation process of
solving equation（5。17）， it is seen that the analytical results of non－repairable
system are extremely complicated． On the other hand， the Ilumerical solution of
equation（5．15）can be easily calculated if using specific values in the original
equatlons．
  ：For example， assume all inputs of the system．shown in Figure 5．4 are
characterized by common血ilure rate of O．01（hour’1）and common repair rate of
O．1（hour’1）． Then the corresponding diff（）rential equations become：
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                  2Do（t）胃一〇．031も（孟）＋0．1君（t）
                   コ                  1）1（の＝0．031も（の一〇，12君（の＋0．2P，（の
                                                       ．    （5．21）
                                                ロ
                  」P2（の＝0．02P，（の一〇．21P，（の
                    
                  P・（の一〇．01・P，（の
  The I」aplace transfbrm of equation（5．21）is：
                   （5＋0．03）P（）（θ）一〇．1PI（の冨0
                   －0．03P（）（8）＋（θ＋0．12）Pl（3）一〇．2P2（θ）＝0
                                                           ．  （5．22）
                   一〇．02君（の＋（s＋0．21）P2（s）躍0
                   －0．01P2（の＋蝿（の冒O
  The n．umerical solutions of equation（5．22）can easily be obtained using
Mathematica．
                      1   1。00275     0．00351    0．00075
          ∬（s）＝P・（β）＝9一。．。。。2、．。＋。．、、4。3．。一。．24576．。・ （5・23）
  ：For the non－repairable system， since the process is ended with the first system
魚ilure， the statistically expected number of failures is numerically equivalent to
system unreliaめilityl There負）re，
       岡ノ（り＝・F（り＝1－1．00275e－o’（｝oo21t＋0．003518即。ユ1403‘一〇．OOO75e－o’24576「．      （5．24）
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5．3．2Four．Input Systems
  For the non－repairable system with f｛）ur inputs， the simplified Markov
．transition diagra】血is shown in Figure 5．5。 The corresponding differential
equatiOnS are aS fbllOWS：
                  ロ                  1）o（の＝一4λPo（の＋PtP，（の
                  サ                  1）1（の＝4λ∫Po（の一（3λ＋μ）P，（の＋2μP，（t）
                  の                  1：）2（の冨3λP，（の一2（λ＋μ）PtP，（の＋3μ弓（の    ．      （5．25）
                   
                  1）3（t）躍2λ．P，（t）一（λ＋3μ）P，（t）
                   
                  P・（の一跡（の
  The initial conditions負）r equation（5．25）are
                 Po（0）＝1， P1（0）＝P2（0）＝P3（0）＝P4（0）＝0．            （5．26）
  The differential equations（5．25）f（）r the non－repairable system of fbur inputs
with common failure rate of O．01（hour’1）and repair rate of O．1（hourうcan be
solved numerically using Mathematica．
                P，（の＝1－1．00043θ一〇幽oooo3‘＋0．00067θ一〇’llo74t
                          －0．00030θ一〇’22702t＋0．00005θ一〇36221‘．       （5．27）
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None of fbur inputs is true．
@   State prob． P。（t）
μ 4λ
One input is true．
rtate prob． P1（の
2μ 3λ
TWo inputs are true．
@State prob． P2（の
3μ 2λ
Three inputs are true．
@ State prob． P3（の
λ
Four inputs are true．
@ State prob． P4（の
Figure 5．5 The simplified Markov transition diagram for four inputs
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  Therefore， the expected number of failures of non－repairable system with four
identical inputs during ［O， t） is
              月7てり＝」P，（の詔1－1．OOO43θ一〇’oooo3t＋0．00067θ一〇’11074t
一 O．OOO30e－O’22702‘ ＋ o．ooeose－O・3622it ．（5．28）
5．4・Comparison of Repairable and Non－Repairable Systems
  By substituting the specific values of failure and repair rates in equations （5．8）
and （5．14）， the analytical results are easily obtained for the repairable systems
with three and four inputs． On the other hand， the numerical solutions are given
by equations （5．24） and （5．28） for the non－repairable systems． Figure 5．6 and
Figure 5．7 describe the statistically expected numbers of failures of the output
during ［O， t） for both the repairable and non－repairable systems with three and
four inputs by means of software Matlab ［49］． Here， the fine lines refer to the
statistically expected numbers of fai｝ures of the repairable systems whereas the
broken lines indicate those of the non－repairable systems． The figures also
compare va7／（t） obtained through equations （5．8）， （5．14）， （5．24） and （5．28） for several
SpeCi丘C ValUeS Of fa．ilUre and repair rateS． In FigUre 5．6， in Order tO ObSerVe the
differences between the repairable and non－repairable systems more clearly， the
values， Jrp〈t）， are investigated for four cases where inputs are characterized by
different constant failure and repair rates． From the case （d） of Figure 5．6， it is
found that there are a｝most no differences between．the fine and broken lines．
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5．5 Discussions
  Figure 5．6 and Figure 5．7 show the expected numbers of failures of the
repairable systems，四（の， and the unreliability of the non・repairable systems，双の，
against time t for’the specific values of common failure and repair rates． From
these figures， it seems that although Pl？／（t） of repairable systems differs from 17（t）
of nonrrepairable systems a little when the ratio X／pt． is in a certain range （such as
around 10”）， and if X／pt ＜＜10’2， M7r（t） can give a good approximation to f7〈t）．
5．6 Conclusions
  The repairable and non－repairable systems with three and four inputs are
analyzed in this chapter． The expected numbers of failures of repairable systems
are compared with the unreliability of non－repairable systems． lt is found from
Figures 5．6 and 6．7 that if X／pt ＜＜10’2， M7（t） can give a good approximation to 」（t）
with respectably small differences． Therefore， it is suggested that the multiple
integration method can be applied to the quantification of the time－sequential
failure logic for the non－repairable systems under certain conditions． With the
increase of 1717r（t） from 10’‘ to 10”， the differences between repairable and non－
repairable increase． Due to this reason， when using the multiple integration
method to analyze the non－repairable systems， it is should be noted for the





  In the preceding chapters， qualitative analysis of the time－sequential failure
logic and quantitative approaches for the estimation of the time－sequential failure
logic are discussed． Both analytical and numerical solutions of the probability that
an output is in a failed state and of the statistically expected number of failures of
the output per unit time at time t are obtained for a single minimal cut－AND
structure． As well known， minimal cut sets taken from an FT play important roles
for FTA． An FT is equivalently expressed as an OR conjunction of the top eve’nt
and all minimal cut－AND structures． lf and only if one of the outputs of minimal
cut－AND structures becomes true the top event of the FT occurs． Therefore， the
quantification of the output of a single minimal cut－AND structure makes it
possib｝e to estimate the top event of the FT．
  This chapter will demonstrate how to analyze the FT with the time－sequential
failure logic in order to estimate the statistically expected number of failures of
top event for the special and general cases． ．
6．2 Probabilistic Characteristics of the Top Event
Notation：










the output iゾ（i；ノi＝1，2）fails during［t， t†ゴの
the output iヲ’装ﾙ1，2）is in a failed state at time t
the output iゾ（1；弁1，2）is in normal state at time t
inputs fail in the sequence vector ［a， b， e， d， e］， given input e fails
during ［t， t＋dt）．
the probability that all inputs a， b， e and d are in their failed states
after failing in the sequence ［a， b， e， d］．
the statistically expected number of failures of the output i－7’垂?? nit
time at time t， given no failure at time zero
the statistically expected number of failures of the top event per unit
time at time t， given no failure at time zero
the statistically expected number of failures of the top event during
｛O， t）， given no failure at time zero
A＝ Al．1 U AI－2 U A2－1 U A2－2，
B＝ Bl．1 U BI－2 U B2－1 U B2－2，
B ＝ Bl－1 n Bl－2 n B2－1 n B2－2 ．
  From the assumptions given in Chapter 2．4， the probabilities of the output and
the top event ［23］ are given by：
Pr｛A，一ノ｝＝ω、一ノ（のゴち （6．1）
Pr｛Et．．｝ ＝ ditop（t）dt ・ （6．2）
Since E，．． equals A n B ，
Pr｛．E，． ｝ 一 Pr｛A｝ 一 Pr｛A A B｝ ． （6．3）
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6．3 The Special Case
  Figure 6．1 shows an 1”1’ with five input events． There are two priority AND
gates that represent the time－sequential failure logic ．encountered in FT． The FT
of Figure 6．1 has’minimal cut sets ｛1， 2， 3， 5｝ and ｛1， 2， 4， 5｝． Based on the
characteristics of the time－sequential failure logic， in order to generate the top
event，，input 1 must fail before input 2， and the failure of input 2 must occur before
input 3， 4 or 5． The FT is equivalent to the minimal cut set fault tree with the




Figure 6．1 FT of the special case with priority－AND gates
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6．3．1 Estimation of the Top Event
  The first term on the right－hand of equation （6．3），
Pr｛A｝一Pr｛Ai－i U A，一2 U A2一， U A2－2｝， can be developed using the inclusion－
exclusion principle ［9］． When inputs fail in the sequence vector either ［1， 2， 3， 4］ or
｛1， 2， 4， 3］， the failure of input 5 causes the combination of the output， output 1－1
and output 2－1， to fail simultaneously． From assumptions made in Chapter 2．4，
the probability of the failures of two or more inputs during ［t， t＋ dt） can be
neglected． Therefore， the combination of output， output 1－2 and output 2－2， can
not fail in the same time． Other combinations such as output 1－1 and output 1－2，
output 1－1 and output 2－2， can not fail simultaneously since sequence vectors are
mutually exclusive． Thus， the first term on the right－hand of equation （6．3） can be
expressed as：
         
Pr｛A｝一，ΣPr｛A・一ノ｝一Pr｛・4、．1∩4、一、｝・
       1，ノ蹴1
（6．4）
  According to the notation given in the preceding section， equation （6．4）
can be rewritten as：
         
Pr｛A｝一ΣPr｛Ai．ノ｝一Pr｛C［，，・，、，、，、］UCI，，、，4，、，，1｝
       1，ノn・1
   
一．Σ［ω・．ノ（の一｛C，一・一．3－4（t）＋e・一2．4－3（の｝ω・（t）］dt・
 i，i－1                            ．
（6．5）
Due to inputs with common failure and repair rates， X and p， respectively，
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equation （6．5） becomes：
      Pr｛A｝＝4｛ω∫一ノ（の一2（？a一わ一。一d（のωf（の｝dt，   f＝1，2，＿，5．       （6．6）
 Here， from equations （3．13）， （3．15） and （3．16） described in Chapter 3．3．1 for n＝4，
ω∫（の，ω∫ゾ（のand e．．わ＋ゴ（のare given as follows：
                    ω、（の。（λ                              ）｛tt‘＋Ae一（i’”）‘｝， （6．7）
                          A＋ sL
               （D，一i （t） ＝ g／ （ftt ）‘｛iu ＋ ，ke一（A＋p）t｝｛1 一e一（A＋ pt ）t ｝3 ， （6．s）





2 3 5 1
Output 2－2
2 5 3 1 2 4 5 1 2 5 4
Figure 6．2 Equivalent expression of FT given in Figure 6．1
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  For the second term on the right－hand of equation （6．3）， since an output is in the
failed state at time t， another output can fail during ［t， t＋ dt）． For example， the
output 1－1 is in the failed state in the sequence vector ［1， 2， 3， 5］ at time t and the
output 2－2 can al’so fail in the sequence vector ［1， 2， 5， 4］ during ［t， t＋ dt）．
Therefore， the second term is：
        Pr｛A A B｝ ＝ Pr｛C［i，2，3，s，4］ ＋ Pr｛Cli．2，s，3，4］｝ ＋ Pr｛Cli，2，4，s，3］｝ ＋ Pr｛C［i，2，s，4，3］｝
                  ＝＝ 4e．一b一，一d （t）toi（t）dt・ （6．lo）
  From equations （6．1） t一（6．10）， the following equation can be obtained．
                     Pr｛Etop｝
              ω仰ω蹴
                       dt
                    ＝ g／ （licmltlimili’）‘｛sie ＋ ・A，e一（A’”）t｝｛i 一 e一（A＋p）t｝3
                      一 2： （ AA＋ ttL）5 ｛i 一e一‘Z’”’‘ ｝‘ ｛pt ＋ Ae 一（z’”’‘｝． （6．ii）
  The statistically expected number of failures of the top event during ［O， t），
MZ，，．（t）， is obtained by integrating to，．．（t） from O to time t， lt is as follows：
㌦（t）一一24。（21．μ）・｛一・2λ・ ＋・’t・・5（4λ一μ）θ一4（λ＋・）t
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＋ 40（一3A ＋ 2pt）e－3（A’”）t ＋ 60（2A 一 3iLt）e－2（i’”）‘
＋ 60（一，X ＋ 4itz）e一（A’”）t ＋ 60st（A ＋ iu）t｝ ＋                                ｛3 Le’4（A＋p）t
                              18（A ＋ pt）5
＋ 40（一3A． ＋ ju）e－3（X’“）‘ ＋18（A 一一 ltt）e－2（A＋”）“ ＋12（一JL ＋ 3 itt）e一（A’”）‘
                       ｛一84A2 ＋ 385A．it，t ＋ 880it．t 2｝ ．＋12pt（A ＋ ILz）t｝ 一
             720（A ＋ LL）6
（6．12）
6．3．2 Discussions
  The ’first term on the right－hand of equation （6．11） is the sum of the statistically
expected number of failures of each output per unit time at time t． The second
term is the sum of the statistically expected numbers of failure of another output
and more than two outputs when an output is in the failed state at time t． From
equation （6．11）， the following can be concluded：
1）． For repairable inputs， usually， A ＜＜ ”， i．e．， the mean time to failure is much
greater than the mean time to repair． Compared with the first term， the second
term can be neglected． Therefore， tu，．．（t） may be estimated by only the first term．
2）． For non－repairable inputs， since ”＝O， the second term must be taken in
consideration when co，．．（t） is estimated．
6．4 General Cases ’
  Figure 6．3 shows another FT with five basic events， which are characterized by
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the failure and repair rates， specified in Table 6．1． The FT is equivalent to the
minimal cut set fault tree with the minimal cut－AND structures as given in
Figure 6．4．
Table 6．1 Failure and repair rates of inputs
















Figure 6．3 FT of the general case with priority－AND gates
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6．4．1 Estimation of the Top Event
  Since only the two combinations of outputs， i．e．， output 1－1 and 2－1， and output
1－2and 2－2， can fail simultaneously， the first term on． the right－hand of equation
（6．3）call be expreSsed as：
                 2
         Pr｛A｝一ΣPr｛Ai＿ノ｝一Pr｛4【＿・∩A2＿・｝一Pr｛Al＿2∩A：≧＿2｝・   （6・13）
                i，ノ＝1
 Then， because sequence vectors are mutually exclusive， equatio11（6．13）can be
rewrltten as：
                     
            Pr｛A｝一．ΣPr｛A、．ノ｝一Pr｛C｛，，、，、、4、5】UC，、，1，，，、，，】UC［、β，1，、，，1｝
                   1，ノ4
                   －P・｛011，、，、，，，、】UO【、，、β，，，、】UO【，，、，1，、，、】｝      『
                     
                 一［Σω・．ノ（の一｛Q，一・一・．4（の＋e・一1一・．4（の＋e・，・．1－4（t）｝ω・（の
                   ’，ノ顔1
                   ＿｛e1．2－3－5（の＋（g，一1－3－5（の＋Q，一3－1－5（の｝ω4（t）］dt．     （6．14）
  In Figure 6．4， as far as any output is in the failed state at time t， any other
output can not fail during［t， t＋dt）． Namely；the second term on the right－hand of
equation（6．3）becomes：






Out ut1－2 Output 2－1 Output 2・2
1  5  4 2 3 4 5  2  3 5  4
Figure 6．4 Equivalent expression of FT given in Figure 6． 3
Thus， from equations （6．1） r一 （6．3） and （6．13） 一 （6．15）：
      Pr｛E，op ｝
ω、。p（り謬
dt








           
1st term ＝＝．Σω・．ノ（t）・





The values of tu，．．（t） can be obtained using software Mathematica for numerical
integration with different precision from equation （6．16） as shown in Table 6．2．
For these cases， tu，．．（t） may be estimated by only the first term on the right－hand
of equation （6．16） since the values of other terms are much less than that of the
first term．
 This chapter deals with the quantification of a specific FT． Further results of
studies will appear separately somewhere else， where it will be possible to discuss
a general case．
6．5 Conclusions
  The application of the time－sequential failure logic to FTA has been
demonstrated in a number of previous papers． The preceding chapters discuss the
quantification of a single minimal cut－AND structure by means of various
approaches． lt is very usefu1 to estimate the top event of an FT． ln this chapter，
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the quantification of the top event for both the special and general cases is
demonstrated using the multiple integration method． For the special case， the
analytical solution is given whereas for the general cases， the numerical solution
is obtained by means of Mathematica． This makes the multiple integration
method feasible in’ FTA for practical problems．
Table 6．2 tu，．．（t） vs． time t
Time t ［hour］ωゆ（の・10’5［1／h］ ISt term ×10’5 2”d term ×10’9 3rd term ×10’9
5 4．01 4．01 一〇．2 一〇．3
50 8．64 8．64 一9．8 一11．2




  New international safety standards， draft－ISO 12100 and IEC 61508， are based
on the concept of risk reduction to an acceptable level． The standards require our
increasing capacities for risk assessment． Risk analysis is a part of the risk
assessment and plays an important role in the risk management． As a well known
method， FTA is frequentiy used for risk analysis． Time－sequential failure logic，
which is equivalent to the minimal cut priority－AND structure， is essential for the
application of FTA to risk analysis．
  In this dissertation， the time－sequential failure logic is analyzed both
qualitatively and quantitatively．
  In introductory chapter， the background and research purposes of this
dissertation are introduced． Next． the structure of this dissertation is shown．
                            ）
  In Chapter 2， several concrete examples such as the non－repairable electric
supply system with main and standby power units and switch controls， a human－
robot system with the top event of “human is struck by robot arm” and the traffic
accident caused by an air bag are illustrated． The characteristics of the time－
sequential failure logic， i．e．， the relationships between inputs and the output， are
described． lt is concluded that quantitative analysis of the time－sequential failure
logic is important in FTA．
  In Chapter 3， the minimal cut priority－AND structure is quantified using three
probabilistic approaches， KITT， Markov model and the multiple integration
method． lt is shown that in the quantification of the time－sequential failure logic，
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the multiple integration method is exclusively applied to more generic cases of the
inputs with different constant failure and repair rates whereas KITT and Markov
model are applicable only to the special case where the inputs are characterized
by common failure and repair rates． Moreover， it is found that three approaches
．arrive at the identical solutions of the probability that the output from the
minimal cut priority－AND structure is in the failed state and of the statistically
expected number of failures of the output． This confirms the validity of the
multiple integration method used for quantitative analysis of the time－sequential
failure logic．
  In Chapter 4， Monte Carlo simulation is applied to analysis of the time－
sequential failure logic． Faster and faster computers make simulation very
attractive． ’IXNo different types of systems are set up in accordance with input－
modeling． ln systems of type－1， the inputs are modeled on the exponential
distributions with constant failure and repair rates． For the type－2， inputs are
assumed to have exponential distributions with constant failure rates and
constant times to repair． The relationship between inputs and the output．is
simulated based on the flow chart for numerical computation． Case studies for
estimation of the statistically expected numbers of output failure are cenducted
for the two types of systems using both the Monte Carlo simulation and multiple
integration method． Results fro皿those two methods are compared． This validates
the Monte Carlo simulation in solving the time－sequential failure logic with
respectively small deviation rates for all cases examined．
  In Chapter 5， analyses of repairable and non－repairable systems with three and
four inputs are carried out using Markov model． The statistically expected
numbers of failures for repairable systems are compared with the unreliability of
non－repairable systems． lt is found from the results obtained that if X／p ＜＜10’2
〃（のcan give a good approximation to双のwith a little diflbrences． Therefbre， it is
suggested that the multiple integration method can be applied to the
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quantification of the time－sequential failure logic for the non－repairable systems．
Since with the increase of M7／（t） from 10’‘ to 10”， the differences of expected
number of failures between repairable and non－repairable systems become
increasing． This point should be noted for the application of the multiple
integration method．
  In Chapter 6， how to analyze an FT with the time－sequential failure logic is
demonstrated． After discussing the quantification of a single minimal cut
priQrity－AND structure using both analytical and numerical． approaches， it is
possible to estimate the top event of the FT． The estimation of the statistically
expected number of failures of the top event for the special and general cases is
demonstrated using the multiple integration method． For the special case，
analytical equation is derived． For the general cases， the numerical solutions are
obtained by means of Mathematica． This makes the multiple integration method
feasible in FTA for practical problems．
  With the enforcement of international safety standards， draft－ISO 12100 and
IEC 61508， risk analysis becomes more and more important in our contemporary
world． As mentioned in a number of previous literatures， the time－sequential
fail．ure logic is found during system reliability and safety analysis． Therefore， it is
necessary to estimate the time－sequential failure logic in application of FTA． The
multiple integration method is available to be applied for the quantitative
analysis of the time－sequential failure logic for general cases by means of
Mathematica． Compared with the KITT and Markov model， the identical
equations obtained confirm the validity of the multiple integration method in
analysis of the time－sequential failure logic． Monte Carlo simulation will be
applicab｝e to analyzing not only the time－sequential failure logic with two types of
inputs but also other types of problems． Finally， how to estimate the top event of
an FT with the time－sequential failure logic is demonstrated． This makes the
multiple integration method feasible to practical problems．
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